Computer Adaptive Test as The Appropriate Model to Assess Physics Achievement in 21st Century
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Abstract—Most paper-based assessment tests require students to answer all of the test items and take much time for feedbacks. Therefore, more practical, efficient, and accurate assessment model needs to be developed. This study aims to describe (1) the superiority of Computer Adaptive Test (CAT) compared to Computer Based Test (CBT) and Paper and Pencil Test (PPT) and (2) the feasibility of CAT to measure achievement in physics. The study was conducted using the following procedures: comparing Item Respond Theory (IRT) with Classical Test Theory (CTT), comparing CAT with CBT and PPT, and conducting surveys to assess CAT performance to measure physics achievement. The result shows that, in case of education in the 21st century, (1) CAT is more superior to assess students’ achievement in physics than CBT and PPT; and (2) CAT is more feasible to measure physics achievement. Therefore, CAT is very appropriate to assess physics learning nowadays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classroom learning is conducted to achieve specific learning objectives. As educator, teacher needs to perform assessment in order to achieve learning objectives. Assessment plays an important role as it allows teacher to monitor and evaluate student’s learning process, willingness, and improvement of learning outcomes in a continuous manner [1]. In addition, assessment is also considered to have a powerful means of informing teacher on student’s level of thought in relation to learning objectives [2]. Considering the importance of student assessment in learning, teachers need to develop an effective assessment instruments in order to achieve specific learning objectives.

Effective assessment begins with identifying the right learning objectives in order to understand the key scientific ideas and to be able to utilize them through scientific practices [2]. Upon identifying the learning objectives, the next step is to monitor student’s progress in specific objectives. The last step is to assess how much of the objectives have been achieved [3]. Based on the steps, a conclusion can be drawn up, i.e. that assessment means an activity of collecting information on students to assist teacher in decision making [4]. Classroom assessment was conducted by observation, performance or project rating, and paper and pencil test [3]. In addition, assessment may also be in the form of homework, quiz, test, and group activity [5]. The form of classroom assessment in specified according to the condition of the students, teacher, and facilities and infrastructure used to support learning.

Analysis of assessment instrument is necessary in order to obtain a good testing. The analysis of test includes the analysis of the characteristics of measurement instrument used and the analysis of test participants’ capabilities. There are two analysis of test, i.e. Classical Test Theory (CTT) and Item Responses Theory (IRT). CTT is developed by combining the concept of error and the concept of correlation [6]. CTT perceives score as the sum of true score and false score. In addition, CTT is relatively useful in describing how measurement error may affect on observed score [7]. CTT model assumes specific conditions, in which when the assumption is logical then the conclusion drawn up from the model is also logical. There are three item parameters to estimate, i.e. level of difficulty, discrimination index, and assumption [8]. Level of difficulty is the proportion of students with correct answers. Item discrimination is the correlation between question item score and the total score, i.e. also known as biserial point correlation.

Modern test theory is also known as item response theory (IRT). This theory uses mathematical models to relate question item characteristics and respondent’s ability. The correlation is described by item characteristic curve. Mathematical model in IRT means that the probability of subjects answering items correctly depends on the corresponding subject’s ability and item characteristics [9]. IRT approach is utilized to analyze test using the principle of relativity and probability. Relativity is defined as student’s relative ability towards question items, while probability is means that student’s ability in answering questions is depends on the corresponding student’s ability and item characteristics.

In conventional assessment system, test for students is conducted using paper and pencil (PPT) method [10]. Many studies have been conducted toward the effectiveness of both conventional and modern assessment. Some studies show that PPT generates higher score than CBT [11]. This is due to a number of factors, one of which is socio-economic factor [12], [13], [14]. In reality, the use of PPT system is dominant.

The primary goal of education reformation is to provide students with 21st century skills required to respond to global challenges. IT means many new knowledge are invented [15]. The development of 21st century skills should be balanced with the development of students and academicians. It is to allow the achievement of learning objectives and good, correct utilization of science and technology.
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Technology plays an important role; i.e., in this case is to prepare 21st century workforce [16]. One of the products of 21st century’s advancement is digital media. It has transformed the operation of all aspects, from books to tablets, and from physical interaction to virtual collaboration. In the 21st century, assessment should take into account the quality standards for content, process, and assessment in order to generate critical and creative human resources capable of responding to all 21st century’s challenges and issues [17]. To ensure that the improvement of the idea of 21st century skills, new assessment is necessary—one that can accurately measure richer learning and more complex tasks [18]. As such, an assessment model that suits the learning paradigm and model of the 21st century is required. To respond 21st century challenges, the majority of assessments will be technology-based assessment [19].

Computer-based test (CBT) is the answer for level of security and integrity of test results. CBT is defined as the utilization of information technology for assessment activities. It allows the teacher to write and schedule quizzes and tests through computer system, where the responses are recorded and assessed electronically. CBT is a computer-assisted assessment system aimed at assisting teacher in conducting assessment, including in scoring, test implementation, and the effectiveness and efficiency of such implementation [20]. CBT is first introduced more than 60 years ago [21]. One of CBT assessment programs was conducted in 1991 for certified Novell engineers [22]. In CBT, candidate sits in front of a computer; questions are displayed on the monitor and answers are to be given using keyboard and mouse.

CBT software has a computer core functioning as a server (question supplier and storage), and teacher uploads questions and the correct answers into the system [23]. The most commonly used type of CBT is linear CBT, i.e., fixed length assessment computerized, which presents the same number of items for each test-taker, and the score depends on the number of questions answered correctly. The model and variant also has a number of benefits, such as flexible test administration, automatic score reporting, and utilization of new item format [24]. CBT test items are the same as in paper-based test, except that they are presented in digital format. CBT is also the global industry’s brand, which includes different types of assessment, objectives, test design, and types of item adjusted to the accountability of education [22]. The utilization of CBT can reduce malpractices by teacher in assessment [25]. Besides, the duration of test also improves in terms of efficiency. In addition, computers can help save time for briefing [26].

Another assessment system that utilizes technology is Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT). CAT is a specialized computer-based test. Each test-taker is given a unique test, in which the items are adjusted to match the respective test-taker’s ability [27]. CAT is a class of delivery of algorithm from a test aimed at enabling test-takers to achieve higher measurement accuracy and efficient test delivery. Each test comes with individual set of test items selected in sequence and adjusted to the current estimate or the respective test-taker’s ability [28]. CAT is based on IRT or decision theory [29], especially for the item selection. As CAT develops, test begins with less difficult questions; students answer these questions and the computer will instantly score the answers. Compared to other test methods, CAT requires shorter time to predict test-taker’s ability.

In CAT, test will end once it is considered sufficient. CAT will end when maximum test length is achieved and measurement of ability has been estimated with adequate precision [30]. It makes CAT superior with regards to the effectiveness and efficiency of test in measuring student’s ability. Besides, CAT stores a very large number of questions (items), known as question bank (item bank). The question bank has been calibrated using IRT method, allowing CAT to generate valid and reliable test to identify student’s achievement [31]. In adaptive test, question item set is adjusted to test-taker’s age. In Indonesia, CAT has been developed and researches on it have been conducted [32], [33], [34]. CAT can also be used in large-scale tests. Indonesia has utilized CAT in the 2017 CPNS (Civil Servant Candidates) selection [35]. CAT is the evidence of the improvement of test quality and computer technology.

II. METHOD

The research step included were: (1) determining the superiority of CAT compared to CBT and PPT by: (a) comparing IRT and CTT test theory, (b) comparing test media among CAT, Computer-Based Test (CBT) and Paper and Pencil Test (PPT). The next step is (2) expert judgments toward the developed CAT to survey teachers and students from 10 senior high schools in Yogyakarta that have been used for CAT applications trial to assess students’ physics achievement. The respondents involved were 10 physics teachers and 155 students, while the instruments used were reviewer sheet and questionnaire. The scoring model was a polytomous of 4 categories with a total score of 100.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. CAT is superior than CBT and PPT
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1) IRT is more suitable to employ than CTT

Classical test theory (CTT) has developed widely in psychological testing and education. CTT approach for item analysis is based on correlational data, generally involves maximizing Cronbach’s alpha and selecting items according to the factor loading using exploration factor analysis [36]. The comparison between CTT and IRT is shown by Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>IRT</th>
<th>CTT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The estimation of ability is not biased toward item characteristics although the sample was not representative yet.</td>
<td>The estimation of ability is biased toward item characteristics and depend on the sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The item standard error measurement (SEM) is different for each item.</td>
<td>The item standard error measurement (EM) employed to all items on a specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. COMPARING IRT AND CTT
Although there is also a total SEM, the score given is based on the difficulty level, discrimination index and pseudo-guessing of the item, so is the ability. The score given is based on the difficulty level. The score is basically calculating the number of right and wrong answers, therefore, students with the same number of right and wrong answer considered to have the same ability.

| 3 | The score given is based on the difficulty level, discrimination index and pseudo-guessing of the item, so is the ability. The score given is based on the difficulty level. The score is basically calculating the number of right and wrong answers, therefore, students with the same number of right and wrong answer considered to have the same ability. |

Classical test theory is superior in terms of the concept that is easy to understand and use, therefore, CTT is preferable in many cases. However, CTT also has several limitations and differences with IRT (see Table 1). First, the estimate of item difficulty and discrimination depends on specific groups of test-takers who complete the test. CTT is s dependent sample (items are dependent to the samples employed), characteristics of the evaluator/researcher and the test is inseparable, and the test is more test-oriented rather than item-oriented [37]. CTT provides only one standard error measurement (SEM) that applied for all item in the test, therefore it is more test-oriented. Second , the estimate of test-taker’s ability depends on the specific test items given. The result of test analyzed using classical test theory depends on the characteristics of students and the characteristics of items, making it unfeasible to correctly measure student’s ability. Moreover, generation of size in CTT that taps only a small part of the underlying construction [38]. In addition, CTT is also more sample and dependent item [39], [37], [40]. MacDonald [41] illustrated dependency in CTT, i.e. if a test consists of relatively easy items, the test-taker’s statistics (in this case, the observed score) will be relatively high, resulting in an impression that the test-takers possess high level of ability. On the other hand, if the test consists of relatively difficult items, the test-taker’s statistics will be relatively low, resulting in an impression that the test-takers possess only low level of ability. When test-takers who complete the test possess high level of ability, the p value of item will also be high, signifying that the corresponding item is easy.

Third, CTT focuses on the information of test level, therefore, CTT only provides the estimation of the reliability of single entirety (Cronbach’s alpha). Such weakness of CTT triggered the emergence of new, more suitable theory, i.e. modern test or item response theory (IRT). IRT has primary benefits. First, in sampling error, item parameter does not depend on the sample’s level of ability, i.e. the samples are invariant. Second, the score achieved by an individual does not depend on specific item samples responded by the individual. Third, IRT focuses on level of item information, thus IRT is expected to be able to eliminate the limitation of CTT. Moreover, IRT has individual SEM for each item, provides index from informative item contribution, and allows the elimination of excessive or non-discriminative items. Thus, IRT is able provides estimates on respondent’s level of ability and difficulty in differentiating items [42].

IRT provides additional information that is feasible to check individual items in a more detailed manner than CTT. IRT information function shows the most useful items in specific construction. Item information function is a combination of the ability to differentiate items and the level of difficulty. Item information function facilitates reliable size to explore across the underlying construction. Low information function may signify that a specific item may be unsuitable. The utilization of item response theory is particularly useful to accurately measure student’s level of ability. The fundamental difference between CTT and IRT lies on the scoring invariance, where modern scoring is invariant (unchanging or fixed) against test items and test-takers. The invariance of test item parameters across test-taker groups constitutes IRT’s most prominent characteristic [11]. Thus, IRT comes as an alternative approach that is able to analyze a test and interpret student’s level of ability against the corresponding test. Based on the explanation, IRT is more suitable to employ than CTT.

2) CAT is more practical and appropriate for assessing achievement in physics than CBT and PPT

In traditional paradigm, test is conducted on paper, i.e. paper-pencil test (PPT). PPT approach, according to Thompson, has a number of issues; the most prominent is inefficiency [43]. Comparison among CAT, CBT and PPT will be given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>CBT</th>
<th>PPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The item on CAT is adjusted to students’ level of ability</td>
<td>The item in CBT is not take in to account of students’ level of ability</td>
<td>All item in PPT has be finished by the students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In CAT, the next item presented is depend on students answer of the previous item.</td>
<td>In CBT, the item appeared randomly</td>
<td>In PPT the sequence of the items is chosen independently by the test taker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the Table 2, there are some differences among CAT, CBT and PPT. PPT analysis using CTT demonstrated guessing effect issue, i.e. whether the answer is random or not. Classic methods of correcting assumptions do exist, but they are actually more biased than not applying correction at all. Another issue is that the majority of question items in PPT come with moderate level of difficulty. This sacrifices test-takers with high or low level of ability. Test-takers are measured using far lower precision.

CAT is based on IRT theory that provides model-based approach to predict guessing [44]. IRT provides the more powerful procedure to correlate and equate, ensuring a stable scale with proportional score across all test-takers. This will improve test duration effectiveness as well as minimize the error of each test-taker, conditional to the respective test-taker’s level of ability [45]. In addition, the utilization of CAT is also beneficial to process large-scale data. Analysis of large-scale data generates better results [46], and CAT makes such analysis easier to perform.

 Basically, the question items presented in both CAT, CBT and PPT are the same, but the questions in CBT are randomly presented in non-printed form, while PPT provides a printed one. In CBT and PPT, each test-taker is to answer the entire question items. Such type of test cannot accurately measure the test-taker’s level of ability. On the
contrary, CAT is an ideal test setting can accurately measure the test-taker’s level of ability, where the test items’ level of difficulty is adjusted to the test-taker’s level of ability. If the students’ answers the question correctly, the next question will have higher level of difficulty. In contrary, if the students’ answers the question wrongly, the next question will have lower level of difficulty. CAT is a computer-assisted

B. CAT is more feasible to measure achievement in physics

In the field of education, computer can be utilized to deliver learning materials and measure achievement [47]. CAT provides only questions with level of difficulty suited to the test-takers’ level of ability, allowing questions to be presented shorter by 50% than PPT but with equivalent or better precision of measurement [48]. The higher the test-takers’ level of ability, there are more number of difficult questions to complete. CAT displays only questions suited to the test-takers’ level of ability, allowing for more efficient test duration.

According to the experts on media and assessment, the preview of CAT obtain an average score that is appropriate. In addition, the experts stated that the effectivity aspect of the implementation on CAT obtain an average score that is excellent and feasible to be used.

TABLE 3. TEACHER AND STUDENT’S RESPONSES TO THE FEASIBILITY OF CAT IN ASSESSING STUDENT’S ACHIEVEMENT IN PHYSICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Percentage of IRT-Based CAT Feasibility (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>78.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>86.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from table 3, students and teachers perception on CAT feasibility in measuring student’s achievement in Physics is 78.33% and 86.81%, respectively, meaning that CAT is highly feasible. It signifies that the utilization of IRT-Based CAT to measure achievement in physics is highly feasible and applicable to measure student’s level of ability. In addition, the characteristics of CAT can also result in positive effect towards student’s performance. In CAT test, student’s score is presented immediately upon completion of the question items. CAT allows immediate viewing of score as the computer immediately calculates the score and estimates the respective student’s level of ability upon answering the question items given [49]. Direct feedback in the form of test score results is in positive effect towards student’s performance, regardless of their level of ability [50]. CAT provides challenges suited to individual student. Students with lower level of ability do not feel discouraged when receiving questions, while students with higher level of ability can enjoy difficult questions according to their level of ability [38]. IRT-Based CAT test-takers are measured using the same level of precision although they may potentially receive different items. It is why psychometric perspective perceives CAT as highly fair. Adaptive CAT, in which questions are given in line with test-takers’ level of ability, generates accurate test results. CAT is used as an updated medium of assessment in line with the development of item response theory. As such, IRT-Based CAT is more feasible to measure achievement in physics. Based on the above description, it is reasonable to say that IRT-Based CAT is very appropriate to implement for assessing physics learning nowadays.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis, several conclusions can be drawn up, i.e.:

1. CAT is superior for assessing achievement in physics compared to CBT and PPT according to the facts that: (a) IRT is more suitable to be employed compared to CTT and (b) CAT is more practical and appropriate for assessing physics achievement compared to CBT and PPT.
2. CAT is more feasible to measure physics achievement since the score of performance assessment from teachers and students were respectively 78.33% and 86.81%. Besides, the results of experts judgement was included in a good category. Therefore, CAT is very...
appropriate to be implemented for assessing physics learning nowadays.
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